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SMTC and I are very proud to announce the offering of a training manual that is not like any other.
This manual (eBook) provides detailed information pertaining to Criminal and Terrorist modes of
operation, managing your stress, how to survive if taken hostage, how to fight for your life if required,
mindset, proximics, handgun basics, marksmanship fundamentals, advanced application of force,
detailed training outlines and video demonstrations.
That’s right, video demonstrations. You will never have to guess what the writer meant in a full
written document. Now you can see exactly how to perform the skills discussed.
Our goal is to elevate you above your current level of
knowledge and skills with your firearm and mindset by
expanding your knowledge base, operational skills and
tactical capability in the areas of survival, concealed /
covert carry, marksmanship and range operations.
This program will provide both technical and tactical
training techniques that are based on solid lessons
learned by professional Military Special Operations
personnel, Law Enforcement Officers and Firearms and
Tactics Instructors who work exclusively for Storm
Mountain Training Center. Therefore, the overall program
goal is to develop an individual who is capable of
understanding, applying and maintaining both the science
of effective handgun shooting at close quarters and the art
of concealed carry.
This writer in no way considers that a book, video or any other media can solely provide instruction
capable of developing sound fundamentals of marksmanship and tactics.
This document is to be used in conjunction with quality hands-on firearms and tactical training
provided by Storm Mountain Training Center, Inc. Said training provides solid instruction,
demonstration, coaching and reinforcement that cannot be provided for in any book, manual,
document or video.
This document contains 245 pages filled with information on each skill set, pictures, a practical
exercise, video demonstrations and a review at the end of each chapter.
Format is .pdf contained on a custom thumb drive.
Sale price is $39.95

